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Customer wish : virtual Energy Storage



Approach
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Minimal Viable Product
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Virtually bank your excess solar energy for
later use absolutely similar to a deposit
account at your bank



User Feedback
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Testphase on social medias 4 days
Number of reached customers 40.198

Number of Clicks & Feedbacks 688

96 personal Interviews

The idea behind the SolarCloud
was rated by an average of 4.43

Stars by 96 respondents.



User Feedback
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Welches Stromunternehmen wird endlich
Cloud Storage anbieten? Wenn jemand das
schafft, dann werde ich gerne gratis Werbung
für dieses Modell machen.
Roger Nordmann, Nationalrat



Market Conditions
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Regulations
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With the Solarcloud, the customer feeds PV power into the cloud through the power
grid and obtains PV power again at a later date and in every location.

For the supply from the power grid, the customer must pay for grid
usage(Ausspeiseprinzip).

How SolarCloud works

Regulatory restrictions

The cloud includes a power delivery and is therefore for tied
customers(Gebunden Kunden <100 MWh/a) only possible in
your ewz-coverage area.

The Cloud could be used by «Market Customers»
(Marktkunden>100 MWh/a) in the whole Swiss Country (incl.
Self-consumption communities >100 MWh/a).

The regulatory framework has a significant impact on
product design. Identified customer needs (for example,
own electricity used everywhere) can thus be met only
partially in the currently partially liberalized market.

A Swiss-wide marketing of the ewz.SolarCloud is only
possible with market-authorized customers. Tied
customers could use the SolarCloud only within the
coverage area and not in the whole of Switzerland.

Solar to go Solar to share

Solar to share



Question Zero
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How might the Blockchain Technology help to develop a reliable and highly efficient
virtual peer-to-peer energy grid that gives anyone the possibility to produce, store
and use his/her own energy anywhere and anytime, considering the power market
regulations now and in the future?



The SolarCloud
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To allow PV prosumers to
virtually store energy
surplus on the public grid in
order to consume it later.

It implies :

◊ Data management

◊ Security (encryption)

◊ Trust

◊ IoT



Why Blockchain technology ?
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ü Electricity consumption comes under privacy. This information requires to be
secured and authenticated.

ü This technology offers the following characteristics for our data:

- Encryption
- Security
- Reliability
- Certification / authentication

ü Blockchain brings innovative:

- Governance
- Trust
- Traceability

and has a scalability potential.



Sunchain’s dashboard
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https://vimeo.com/275588135
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…….And when will you
be SolarCloud Addict ?


